Crew To Race Against Lions
Four Boats Compete In Informal Regatta
On Charles Tomorrow
Four Technology crews will take to the water tomorrow afternoon for an informal regatta against the Light Blue of Columbia. The races, like last Saturday's tense tussle, Harvard and Union, are part of the crew's fall conditioning program.

Coach Jim McMillin is dividing his varsity hopefuls more or less at random into three boats, and none of them can be considered a varsity in itself. Columbia's crews can not be considered too significant.

Harvard and Union, are part of the crew's fall conditioning program. Partly to settle an old argument, Black Sharp and Mark Pearlman, Sophomores and freshman coaches, will show the crowd what speed really is.

The races will be run between the Harvard Bridge and the boathouse, and will take place at half-hour intervals beginning at about 3:30.

Late Dance
Friday night will start off the tech's-a-ponip week-end with the D.U.-Beaver basketball game played in the Armory. Then the dance will be held in Harvard's Ceramics, and the preliminaries of the Queen Contest will be held in Walker Memorial with a special show during intermission. This dance will have the latest hits of any held on campus this year, since it does not end until 2:00 a.m.

Saturday afternoon is filled with activities. At 1:00 p.m., in 2:00 p.m., including track, title, wrestling, fencing, squash, and swimming. The hockey game with Harvard starts at 7:30 p.m. at the Boston Arena, and afterwards, at the Rockefeller Cage, Techapoppin and finals of the Queen Contest will end tech's-a-ponip week-end.

America's largest cigarette research laboratory is your guarantee that Luckies are a finer cigarette!

You see here the largest and most complete laboratory of its kind operated by any cigarette manufacturer in America.

For many years Lucky Strike scientists have delved into cigarette research on an extensive scale. Out of this has grown an elaborate system of quality control. Every step in the making of Luckies—from before the tobacco is bought until the finished cigarette reaches you—comes under the laboratory's watchful eye. As you read this, a constant stream of tobacco...samples from every tobacco-growing area...is flowing into the laboratory in Richmond, Virginia. These samples are scientifically analyzed, and reports of their quality go to the man who buys at auction for the makers of Lucky Strike.

Armed with this confidential, scientific information—and their own sound judgment—you men go after finer tobacco. This fine tobacco—together with scientifically controlled manufacturing methods—is your assurance that there is no finer cigarette than Lucky Strike!

To give you a finer cigarette Lucky Strike maintains AMERICA'S FINEST CIGARETTE LABORATORY

We know:
LUXECK'S PAY MORE for fine tobacco
(millions of dollars more than official parity prices)

We are convinced:
LUXECK'S PAY MORE for cigarette research

So, for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment

We assure you that the tobacco in Luckies is:

Lucky Strike's fine tobacco and consistent research combines to give you a finer cigarette. Prove this to yourself. Buy a carton of Luckies today!